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Abstract 

The availability of high-throughput sequencing technologies has enabled metagenomic 

investigations into complex bacterial communities with unprecedented resolution and 

throughput. The production of dedicated data sets for metagenomic analyses is, however, a 

costly process and, frequently, the first research questions focus on the study species itself. If 

the source material is represented by fecal samples, target capture of host-specific sequences 

is applied to enrich the complex DNA mixtures contained within a typical fecal DNA extract. 

Yet, even after this enrichment, the samples still contain a large amount of environmental 

DNA that is usually left unanalysed. In my study I investigate the possibility of using shotgun 

sequencing data that has been subjected to target enrichment for mtDNA from the host 

species, Grauer’s gorilla (Gorilla beringei graueri), for further analysis of the microbial 

community present in these samples. The purpose of these analyses is to study the differences 

in the bacterial communities present within a high-altitude Grauer’s gorilla, low-altitude 

Grauer’s gorilla, and a sympatric chimpanzee population. Additionally, I explore the adaptive 

potential of the gut microbiota within these great ape populations. 

I evaluated the impact that the enrichment process had on the microbial community by using 

pre- and post-capture museum preserved samples. In addition to this, I also analysed the effect 

of two different extraction methods on the bacterial communities. 

My results show that the relative abundances of the bacterial taxa remain relatively unaffected 

by the enrichment process and the extraction methods. The overall number of taxa is, 

however, reduced by each additional capture round and is not consistent between the 

extraction methods. This means that both the enrichment and extraction processes introduce 

biases that require the usage of abundance-based distance measures for biological inferences. 

Additionally, even if the data cannot be used to study the bacterial communities in an 

unbiased manner, it provides useful comparative insights for samples that were treated in the 

same fashion.  

With this background, I used museum and fecal samples to perform cluster analysis to explore 

the relationships between the gut microbiota of the three great ape populations. I found that 

populations cluster by species first, and only then group according to habitat. I further found 

that a bacterial taxon that degrades plant matter is enriched in the gut microbiota of all three 

great ape species, where it could help with the digestion of vegetative foods. Another bacterial 

taxon that consumes glucose is enriched in the gut microbiota of the low-altitude gorilla and 

chimpanzee populations, where it could help with the modulation of the host’s mucosal 

immune system, and could point to the availability of fruit in the animals diet. In addition, I 

found a bacterial taxon that is linked with diarrhea in humans to be part of the gut microbiota 

of the habituated high-altitude gorilla population, which could indicate that this pathogen has 

been transmitted to the gorillas from their interaction with humans, or it could be indicative of 

the presence of a contaminated water source.  
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 Local adaptation of Grauer’s gorilla gut microbiome 

Popular Science Summary 

Kristaps Bebris 

The ever-increasing amounts of available sequencing data have opened doors for 

investigating the genetic makeup of bacterial communities in unprecedented detail. This 

includes bacteria that live within the gastrointestinal tract of animals (the gut microbiome). 

The gut microbiome plays a major role in the digestion of food and the health of its host. It is 

in turn affected by the environment and host diet. This means that animals living under 

different conditions house a gut microbiome that is likely adjusted to these specific 

conditions. Since different gut microbiomes co-evolve with the host, information on the 

adaptations that have emerged in local populations of endangered animals could be used as 

background information to guide conservation efforts. 

In the study of elusive or endangered host species, DNA can be non-invasively collected from 

feces, as opposed to the host itself. The DNA is then extracted from these samples and 

enriched for the host’s DNA. The resulting sequencing data still contains a large amount of 

environmental information, including information about the gut microbiome. It is not known 

how enriching the sample for host DNA affects the environmental information present, and if 

this information can be used to learn something about the gut microbiome without the need 

for a dedicated data set. 

Applying shotgun metagenomics approaches to characterize the gut microbiome of the 

critically endangered Grauer’s gorilla, my study shows that the information relating to the gut 

microbiome is altered in a major way following procedures that enrich for host DNA. As a 

result, data such as this cannot be used to obtain an unbiased view of the composition of the 

gut microbiome. However, if used systematically, it can still allow some insight into the 

relationships between the gut microbiomes of animals living under different conditions. One 

such insight shows that the gut microbiota of different great ape species (gorillas and co-

occurring chimpanzees) are more closely related by species of the host, rather than by 

environment. The presence of different bacteria can also give us some insight into the diet and 

health of these animals, such as the presence of glucose consuming bacteria suggesting the 

availability of fruit, or the presence of pathogens, indicating that interaction with humans may 

have led to an introduction of an infection. Overall, analyses of non-targeted sequencing data 

yielded information regarding gut microbiome composition and possible local adaptation.  
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Abbreviations 

API application programming interface 

bp base pair  

CTAB Cetyl trimethylammonium bromide 

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 

DRC Democratic Republic of the Congo 

FTP file transfer protocol 

GBIF Global Biodiversity Information Facility 

Gorilla HA high altitude gorilla population 

Gorilla LA low altitude gorilla population 

MALT Megan ALignment Tool  

mtDNA mitochondrial deoxyribonucleic acid 

NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information 

PCoA Principal Coordinates Analysis 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

RBINS the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences 

RMCA  the Royal Museum for Central Africa 

rRNA Ribosomal ribonucleic acid 

UPGMA Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean 
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Introduction 

The availability of high-throughput sequencing technologies has enabled metagenomic 

investigations into complex bacterial communities with unprecedented resolution and 

throughput. As a consequence, it has also triggered the development of sophisticated tools for 

the analysis of the massive amounts of available data (Jovel et al., 2016). Metagenomics is a 

powerful approach that is widely used to characterize the microbial community directly from 

environmental samples without having to rely on the ability to culture bacteria in the 

laboratory (Daniel, 2005). 

Mammalian gut microbiota have a strong and profound effect on host nutrition, health and 

behaviour.  Disruptions of the gut microbiome have been linked to a range of host diseases 

including obesity, cardiovascular disease, and inflammatory bowel disease (Guinane & 

Cotter, 2013; Kinross et al., 2011). In turn, a host’s diet has been shown to have an impact on 

the composition of the gut microbiome (Bailey, 2012; David et al., 2014; Foster & McVey 

Neufeld, 2013; Hooper et al., 2012; Ley et al., 2008 a; Turnbaugh et al., 2009). With an 

important role in digestive processes, immunity, and stress response, gut microbiota impact 

host fitness, ecology, and its potential for adaptation, making the understanding of host-

microbiome interactions critical for the study of mammalian evolution (Schnorr et al., 2016). 

However, our knowledge of the interplay of environment, host genetics and diet in wild 

animal populations is still extremely limited. 

A number of studies have investigated the effect of host’s environment on its gut microbiome, 

and because of their close evolutionary relationship with humans, primate populations have 

frequently been the focus. For instance, in the western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla 

gorilla) gut microbiome was found to differ on a population by population basis, possibly due 

to adaptations in feeding behavior (Gomez et al., 2015). It has also been found that habitat 

degradation and the presence of humans have an impact on the composition of the gut 

microbiota in, for example, the Udzungwa red colobus monkey (Procolobus gordonorum) 

(Barelli et al., 2015) and black howler monkey (Amato et al., 2013). 

In this project we applied metagenomics approach to analyse the microbial diversity in fecal 

samples of two great ape species, Grauer's gorillas and sympatric eastern chimpanzees (Pan 

troglodytes schweinfurthii). These samples have been subjected to target capture for great ape 

mtDNA. Since it is unclear if target capture approaches affect bacterial composition profiles, 

we complemented our sampling with museum-preserved specimens, for which the pre-capture 

and post-capture data was available. 
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Background 

Museum-preserved and fecal samples are considered low-quality sample sources when it 

comes to the study of the target species. This is due to high levels of DNA degradation, 

chemical DNA modification and most importantly low endogenous DNA content (the 

proportion of reads belonging to the host species of interest). For instance, endogenous 

content  ranges from 0.1-90% (average 40%) in museum samples (Damgaard et al., 2015) and 

only 1-2% in fecal samples (Perry et al., 2010; Snyder-Mackler et al., 2016). The vast 

majority of extracted DNA from these sample sources is environmental, mostly bacterial and 

fungal.  

When studying natural populations, the first research questions frequently focus on the study 

species itself. Consequently, target capture methods are applied to enrich the complex DNA 

mixtures contained within a typical fecal DNA extract for fragments coming from the study 

species, usually focusing on a specific genomic region, e.g. mtDNA. Yet, even the most 

effective enrichment methods only succeed in increasing the proportion of target sequence to 

ca. 40% on average (van der Valk et al., personal communication), with the larger proportion 

representing environmental DNA. This bulk of information is usually left unanalysed, 

although it offers a detailed view on bacterial and dietary aspects of the study system. It can 

thus significantly contribute to our understanding of the relationships between the gut 

microbiota of different populations, and provide some insights into the composition of the 

bacterial communities. It is not clear in how far the enrichment procedure alters the 

metagenomic profile of the sample and thus the suitability of post-capture sequences for 

reliable metagenomics analyses remains an open question.  

Shotgun metagenomics 

There are two main approaches when it comes to the analysis of microbial communities – 16S 

rRNA amplicon sequencing and shotgun metagenomics. Whole-metagenome shotgun 

analyses work by performing unrestricted sequencing of all available microorganisms present 

in a sample (Jovel et al., 2016). The main advantages of employing the 16S rRNA approach 

are that it is cost effective, has well-established pipelines for data processing and has a large 

amount of reference data available. However, 16S sequences tend to be highly conserved, 

resulting in low taxonomic resolution. On the other hand, shotgun metagenomics offer the 

chance to identify specific bacterial taxa that have had any part of their genome sequenced 

and allows for an unbiased characterization of the entire bacterial community contained 

within a sample, unrestricted by amplification biases typical for PCR-based approaches. This 

approach also allows for functional analyses and investigations into the structure of the 

bacterial community on a species-by-species basis (Ranjan et al., 2016). 
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Grauer’s gorillas 

The critically endangered Grauer's gorilla (Gorilla beringei graueri), which is the world's 

largest primate and is endemic to the eastern DRC, has suffered a massive decline in 

population size over the last 20 years (Plumptre et al., 2016). Even today, the threat of civil 

war and insecurity is continuing to impact the Grauer's gorilla habitat and hampers the 

attempts to survey and study these populations (Plumptre et al., 2016). The Grauer's gorilla 

inhabits the widest altitudinal range of any gorilla species (Williamson et al., 2013) and their 

current distribution is highly fragmented (Plumptre et al., 2016). Since conservation resources 

are usually extremely limited, one of the important tasks is to define populations of 

conservation priority. Frequently, such priority is given to the largest and most genetically 

diverse populations (Petit et al., 2008). However, small, isolated populations can harbour 

important functional variants (Lesica & Allendorf, 1995) and immigrants from these 

populations can significantly increase genetic diversity and reproductive fitness of larger 

populations (Chen et al., 2016; Robles & Ciudad, 2017). In this respect, identifying functional 

uniqueness and possibly locally adapted gut microbiomes among isolated Grauer’s gorilla 

populations may provide useful arguments for dedicated conservation efforts. 

Effects of host evolutionary relationships on gut microbiota 

Several studies have investigated the relationship between the host’s environment, diet and 

the gut microbiota. The gut microbiota varies widely based on the host’s diet, morphology 

and phylogeny (Ley et al., 2008 b). It was found that the gut microbial communities of 

sympatric species such as gorillas and chimpanzees are a lot more similar to one another than 

the gut microbiota of the same species in allopatry (Leonhardt et al., 2014; Martinson et al., 

2017; Moeller et al., 2013). In many species, diet changes seasonally. Dietary changes such as 

those caused by seasonality and environmental degradation have been found to influence the 

composition of the gut microbiota (Amato et al., 2013; David et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2016). 

Grauer’s gorillas and sympatric chimpanzees in the high altitude location of the Kahuzi-Biega 

National Park experience pronounced changes in fruit availability throughout the year 

(Yamagiwa & Basabose, 2006; Yamagiwa et al., 2005). This seasonality may influence the 

gut microbiota of this population. 

The two gorilla populations explored in this study inhabit very different environments, 

varying both in the general availability in fruit and the impact seasonal change has on the 

distribution of food (Yamagiwa et al., 2005). It should also be noted that there is no gene flow 

or environmental overlap between the low-altitude and high-altitude gorilla populations, and 

therefore no genetic or bacterial exchange is possible (Roy et al., 2014). Both the different 

environments and the fact that the populations are isolated means that one would expect there 

to be an observable difference in gut microbiota.  
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Materials and methods 

Available Data 

Direct shotgun sequencing data and shotgun sequencing following target enrichment for 

mtDNA was generated for a project that studies changes in genetic diversity of Grauer's 

gorillas over time (van der Valk et al., in preparation). Two capture rounds were carried out 

for all samples. The sequencing was performed for 125 bp (paired-end) on the Ilumina 

Hiseq2500 platform (High Output Mode). This bulk of data forms the bases of my MSc 

project. More specifically, a total of 122 fecal and museum samples were sequenced - five 

chimpanzee samples, 13 high altitude gorilla samples, 39 low altitude gorilla samples (Figure 

1), and 65 museum samples. In addition, the data contained 12 sequenced blanks, negative 

controls that were co-extracted and processed together with the samples as a means of 

controlling for contamination. Six blanks were co-extracted with fecal samples and six with 

museum specimens. Pre-capture shotgun sequencing data was available for 30 of the museum 

samples, which were also subjected to capture, thus allowing for direct inference of biases 

introduced through the capture approach. 

Museum samples were obtained from two natural history museums: RBINS in Brussels and 

RMCA in Tervuren, Belgium.  Fecal samples were collected in 2014 in the DRC from great 

ape night nests a few hours after defection using the 2-step method (Nsubuga et al., 2004). 

Two gorilla social groups were targeted for fecal sample collection: a low-altitude population 

from the Nkuba-Biruwe region, located between the Kahuzi-Biega and the Maïko National 

Parks at 610-640 m above sea level, and a high-altitude population from the high-altitude 

sector of Kahuzi-Biega National Park at 2,390 m above sea level (Figure 1).  The dataset also 

contained samples from a small social group of eastern chimpanzees that were unintentionally 

collected at the low altitude Nkuba-Biruwe location. The low-altitude gorilla and chimpanzee 

samples were collected in April and the high-altitude gorilla samples were collected in May. 
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Figure 1. Map depicting the locations of the low (blue) and high-altitude (green) great ape social groups in the DRC. 

The circle size approximates the number of available samples. Dashed line signifies the currently assumed Grauer’s 

gorilla distribution range. Protected areas are highlighted in grey. Note that the location of the low-altitude sampling 

site is outside of the protected areas. (Baas et al., in preparation).  

Tools 

I used MALT (Herbig et al., 2016) (version 0.3.8, downloaded 16. January 2017) for the 

creation of a bacterial reference database and alignment of sequencing reads. The results 

could then be viewed in tree form (Figure 2) and were analysed in MEGAN, an interactive 

analysis tool (Huson et al., 2016) (version 6.7.0, built from source 28. February 2017). 
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Figure 2. An example of a tree representation of the results produced by MALT in MEGAN. The size of the nodes in 

the tree is representative of the number of reads mapping to this node. The colors signify sample groups (blue for pre-

capture samples, red for first capture and green for second capture of the 30 museum samples). 

In addition to these tools, bash and python scripts were used to automate tasks where possible. 

Scripts for the acquisition of reference sequences and for BLASTing a multitude of reads 

from a FASTA file, then mapping these reads to kingdoms, have been made available in a 

public Bitbucket repository (https://bitbucket.org/kristaps_bebris/grauers_scripts). 

Bacterial reference 

To construct a bacterial reference database, I downloaded all complete bacterial genomes 

(n=6402) present at GenBank which are available on the NCBI FTP server 

(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank, accessed 26. January 2017). These genomes were then 

converted into a MALT reference database, while setting the reference sequence type to 

DNA, the step size to 1 and the classification to Taxonomy. The reference sequence type 

specifies that the input data (in this case, the data to be used for the reference database) is 

composed of DNA and not protein. MALT then creates a large hash table (around 300 

Gigabytes in our case) made up of spaced seeds (windows that are eight bases in length) 

obtained from the reference genomes. This hash table is later used for mapping reads. The 

step size parameter tells MALT how many bases to skip before the next window. The 

classification parameter determines the type of classification that can be later performed using 

the created reference database: it is possible to classify the reads based on their taxonomy or 

their function. 

Filtering and mapping of the sequencing reads 

The shotgun reads from gorilla libraries were prepared for processing by removing duplicated 

reads stemming from PCR amplification, which is part of the library preparation protocol, and 

removing reads that mapped to the Grauer's gorilla reference genome (accession number 

KF914213). This was done because I observed an erroneous signal caused by short gorilla-

derived reads mapping to highly repetitive regions of the bacterial genomes. 

https://bitbucket.org/kristaps_bebris/grauers_scripts
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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I mapped the filtered reads to the bacterial reference database using MALT, while setting the 

alignment mode to BlastN, the alignment type to SemiGlobal, the minimum support to 5, and 

the minimum percentage identity to 95 as in Vågene et al. (2017). The alignment mode 

parameter specifies that a DNA reference database is being used to align DNA reads. When 

selecting the alignment type, MALT offers two options: BLAST-like local alignment and the 

more stringent SemiGlobal alignment, which requires all of the inspected bases within a 

window to match (Brudno et al., 2003). The alignments are performed by using tested seed 

shapes (Ilie et al., 2007) that mask certain bases during the alignment of each window (two 

out of eight of the inspected bases in our case). The minimum percent identity sets the 

minimum percentage of total bases that must match for an alignment to be considered valid 

(95% in our case). It should be noted that the minimum percent identity applies to the 

alignment of the entire read. For instance, a 30 base read with three mismatching bases 

produces a positive match for a large portion of the sliding windows. However, since only 

90% of the bases match it will fail at the 95% identity filter and will consequently be 

excluded from further analyses. I required that each bacterial taxon is supported by at least 

five reads before considering this taxon in further analysis. Using the specified settings, I was 

able to map on average 10.2 % of filtered reads to the reference database. Less stringent 

settings resulted in increased levels of noise in the analyses. 

Diversity indices 

I used three diversity indices in my analyses. Two of these diversity indices are distance 

measures that are used for clustering with MEGAN (Bray-Curtis and unweighted UniFrac). 

Bray-Curtis distance is a widely used distance measure that estimates the dissimilarity 

between two data points while taking their quantitative values into account (Bray & Curtis, 

1957). As such, it reflects differences in bacterial abundance. Unweighted UniFrac is another 

widely used distance measure that solely focuses on the presence and absence of information 

(Lozupone et al., 2011), hence reflecting the absolute presence of certain bacterial taxa 

independent of their abundance. It should be noted that unlike Bray-Curtis distance Unifrac is 

designed to traverse the whole phylogenetic tree when calculating the distance between two 

samples, meaning that UniFrac distance takes the amount of evolutionary history unique to a 

sample into account. These two distance measures were used to investigate the relationships 

between samples and sample groups both based on the differences in abundances of taxa and 

the presence or absence of taxa. As the third diversity index, I used -diversity calculated as 

the number of taxa present in normalized sample pools.  

Capture bias 

The capture bias was evaluated by observing the way the pre-capture samples and samples 

from each of the two capture rounds cluster based on different distance measures (Bray-Curtis 

and UniFrac) and by looking at the diversity within these sample pools. Given that 

differences in sample size would interfere with the signals produced by these distance 
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measures (especially Bray-Curtis distances, that rely on the relative abundance of taxa), 

normalization was performed (see below). 

Pooling 

The large variance in the number of reads that could be mapped to the reference per sample 

(more than 17’500-fold, Appendix A) and the presence of samples that had less than 100 

reads mapping to the bacterial reference rendered sample-based analyses non-informative. 

This is due to the fact that the normalization algorithm compresses all of the samples to the 

size of the smallest available samples. The result of this compression was a massive loss of 

observable taxa (with most samples being reduced to less than 4 taxa) and the samples no 

longer containing enough information for the clustering algorithms. I therefore pooled the 

data by population or treatment (e.g. fecal versus museum samples, samples versus blanks) to 

obtain more robust estimates of bacterial diversity. 

Normalization 

Normalization was achieved by adding the desired samples to a Compare view in MEGAN 

while specifying that the absolute number of reads per sample should be used. Normalization 

was then conducted on the level of the sample pools in MEGAN to account for differences in 

population size. 

MEGAN performs normalization by identifying the smallest sample (or, in our case, sample 

pool) and calculating a factor by which all other sample pools should be corrected to equalize 

the number of reads. This approach is not without flaws when dealing with samples that differ 

considerably in size. The main issue stems from the fact that the samples are normalized on a 

node-by-node basis and the result is passed to a rounding function. As a consequence, if a 

large number of nodes is rounded upwards in one of the sample pools, it can still lead to 

pronounced differences among samples. More specifically, I observed up to a seven-fold 

difference in sample size after normalization.  

To overcome this problem, I selected a random subset of 13 samples from the larger 

populations to mimic the sample size of 13 available high-altitude gorilla samples. I excluded 

extremely large and extremely small samples that had shown to cause issues with the 

normalization process, where possible, and only considered museum samples that had both 

pre- and post-capture data available. The final analysed dataset thus contained 13 samples 

each from high-altitude and low-altitude gorilla populations, 13 museum samples, and all five 

available chimpanzee samples (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Number of samples per sample group used in analysis. 

Sample group Number of samples 

Post-capture museum samples 13 

Pre-capture museum samples 13 

Museum blanks 6 

Fecal blanks 6 

Chimpanzee samples 5 

Low-altitude gorilla samples 13 

High-altitude gorilla samples 13 

Results 

Capture bias 

To evaluate the possible presence of capture bias I performed cluster analyses using Bray-

Curtis and unweighted UniFrac distance measures in MEGAN, and calculated the -diversity 

indices for the 13 selected museum samples before the capture process and after each of the 

two capture rounds (Figure 3). Since there were fewer reads available after the capture, I 

performed normalization on a sample-by-sample basis for the cluster analyses. This was done 

to allow for the comparison of results without the influence of sample size. I performed 

normalization on a pool-by-pool basis when calculating the -diversity indices to get an 

overview of the overall change in diversity introduced by the capture process.  

I found a considerable overlap in the distribution of pre- and post-capture samples using 

PCoA based on Bray-Curtis distances, indicating that the relative abundances of the taxa are 

not strongly affected by the capture procedure (Figure 3A). However, pre- and post-capture 

samples differed from each other using UniFrac distances (Figure 3B), which is explained by 

the overall loss of bacterial taxa and unique phylogenetic lineages following capture. The 

effect becomes stronger with more capture rounds, so that after the second capture the loss is 

most pronounced (Figure 3E, Appendix B). This increased loss of bacterial taxa and unique 

phylogenetic lineages can be observed when examining the museum samples on a sample-by-

sample basis without normalization (Table 2). Overall, these results suggest that data that has 

been enriched for mtDNA cannot be used to reliably characterize the bacterial community 

present in the samples, as it does not reflect the initial bacterial composition. However, such 

data can still be used in a comparative context if all samples have been treated in the same 

manner. 
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Table 2. The number of taxa present in the museum samples before and after one and two capture round without 

normalization. Cells show the number of taxa, with the percentage of taxa still present after each capture round in 

brackets. 

Sample ID 
Number of taxa  

pre-capture 

Number of taxa 

after first capture 

Number of taxa 

after second capture 

aT17 91 29 (32 %) 17 (19 %) 

aT20 81 38 (47 %) 19 (23 %) 

aT22 134 33 (25 %) 15 (11 %) 

aT24 49 12 (24 %) 16 (33 %) 

aT3 64 24 (37 %) 3 (5 %) 

aT30 369 87 (24 %) 145 (39 %) 

aT32 401 103 (26 %) 15 (4 %) 

aT36 225 69 (31 %) 13 (6 %) 

aT39 550 48 (9 %) 11 (2 %) 

aT44 446 17 (4 %) 15 (3 %) 

aT46 235 172 (73 %) 116 (49 %) 

aT47 948 85 (9 %) 12 (1 %) 

aT49 212 83 (39 %) 30 (14 %) 
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Figure 3. PCoA plots showing the relationship between pre-capture and post-capture samples using (A) Bray-Curtis 

distances, (B) UniFrac distances. The cluster boundaries have been generated by MEGAN.  UPGMA trees 

representing the same results for (C) Bray-Curtis distances, (D) UniFrac distances. (E) Bar plots representing the -

diversity within these sample pools based on the number of taxa present after normalization in MEGAN, for pre-

capture data and capture data after one and two capture rounds. 
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Impact of the extraction method 

Fecal samples included in this study were extracted with two widely used extraction methods: 

2CTAB/PCI (Vallet et al., 2008) and a slightly modified extraction with the QIAamp® DNA 

Stool Mini Kit (QIAGEN) (Nsubuga et al., 2004). To evaluate if extraction methods had an 

effect on the bacterial composition, I performed a comparative analysis grouping the samples 

by extraction method (Figure 4). 

Previous studies have shown that extraction methods have a significant impact on the 

observed microbial community structure (Henderson et al., 2013; Salonen et al., 2010). A 

considerable amount of overlap can be observed in the PCoA based on Bray-Curtis distances, 

whereas there is more distinction between the two extraction methods with UniFrac distances. 

The UniFrac PCoA shows that there is more variance in the bacterial taxa and unique 

phylogenetic lineages present within samples in the CTAB sample group. The -diversity, 

however, shows that more bacterial taxa are identified in the QIAGEN sample group, 

meaning that QIAGEN-extracted samples contain larger numbers of common bacterial taxa 

and phylogenetic lineages than CTAB-extracted samples. This difference in diversity is 

considerably smaller than the ones shown in previous studies (1.1-fold here compared to 

reported 100-fold difference) (Henderson et al., 2013). 
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Figure 4. The relationships between the CTAB and QIAGEN samples using (A) Bray-Curtis distances, (B) UniFrac 

distances. The cluster boundaries have been generated by MEGAN. UPGMA trees representing the same results for 

(C) Bray-Curtis distances, (D) UniFrac distances. (E) Bar plots representing the -diversity within these sample pools 

based on the number of taxa present after normalization in MEGAN. 
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Biases due to the reference database 

Since the reference database contains only full bacterial genomes, it is possible that reads 

stemming from taxa not represented by a full genomic sequence remain uncharacterized. 

Therefore, I quantified the number of bacterial reads that map to annotated bacterial 

sequences, independent of the presence of the full bacterial genome. To this end, I randomly 

selected 520 reads from one museum-preserved sample and one fecal sample, respectively, 

BLASTed these reads, and used the GBIF API to the match names of the resulting alignments 

to a kingdom (Table 3). 

Table 3. The assignment of reads by kingdom. GBIF treats Chromista as a separate kingdom, but it can be considered 

a part of Protista. Incertae sedis denotes taxa that do not have a clear classification. The row corresponding to my 

kingdom of interest (Bacteria) has been highlighted in grey. 

Kingdom Fecal reads Fecal read % Museum reads Museum read % 

Animalia 152 43.4 % 318 84.8 % 

Chromista 7 2.0 % - - 

Fungi 15 4.2 % 5 1.3 % 

Incertae sedis 5 1.4 % 4 1.0 % 

Protista 2 0.5 % - - 

Archaea 4 1.1 % - - 

Bacteria 115 32.8 % 35 9.3 % 

Plantae 50 14.2 % 13 3.4 % 

 

The obtained percentage of the reads mapping to bacteria in the fecal samples (32.8 %, Table 

1) was similar to the percentage of reads mapping to full bacterial genomes in MALT (25.1 

%), when operating this program with BLAST-like settings (alignment type set to local and 

no minimum percent identity set). The percentage of reads mapping to bacteria in the museum 

samples (9.3 %) was lower than in fecal samples due to the fact that a large number of low 

quality gorilla reads survived the filtering process. 4.6% of the reads could be mapped to the 

reference database with MALT using BLAST-like setting, so the achieved percentage seems 

reasonable. It should be noted that the alignments produced by BLAST and MALT with 

BLAST-like settings contain a large number of gaps, which could lead to the misclassification 

of reads. This highlights the importance of using the semi-global alignment strategy, as 

implemented in MALT. Overall, we are able to map a large section of the bacterial reads that 

are present within the samples by using our reference database. 
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Metagenomic relationships of different sample types 

For the analysis of the metagenomic relationships, the available data was pooled into seven 

sample groups (Table 1). Cluster analysis was then performed on these sample groups in 

MEGAN using Bray-Curtis and UniFrac distances, without distinguishing between the first 

and second capture (Figure 5). 

The pre-capture museum samples act as an outgroup regardless of the distance measure used. 

They form a sister group with the museum sample pool using Bray-Curtis distances. Since we 

expect museum specimens to contain a very different microbial community compared to fecal 

samples, their outgroup placement is expected and reassuring. Using Bray-Curtis distances, 

chimpanzee samples form an outgroup to all remaining sample groups. However, blanks are 

nested together with the gorillas samples. Whereas the sister relationship between the low-

altitude gorilla sample group and the fecal blanks may suggest cross-contamination during the 

extraction processes (the fecal blanks that were sequenced along with the low-altitude gorilla 

population make up two thirds of the reads present in the pool), no cross-contamination is 

possible between fecal samples and museum blanks, as they were processed in physically 

isolated facilities. This can, however, be explained by the presence of environmental bacterial 

taxa during the processing of museum samples (see below). 

Using UniFrac distances, samples group into two clusters. The first cluster contains the low-

altitude gorilla sample, the fecal blank and the post-capture museum sample groups, whereas 

the second cluster contains the chimpanzee, museum blank and high-altitude gorilla sample 

groups. Two bacterial taxa are driving this clustering: Acinetobacter jonsonii and 

Acinetobacter equi (see below).  The short distances between sample groups when comparing 

to the clustering based on Bray-Curtis distances (note the scale at the top left of the trees, Fig. 

5 C and D) and the fact that the clusters appear to be reflecting the predominant extraction 

method used within the sample pool reduces the confidence in the robustness and the 

biological relevance of these relationships. 
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Figure 5. Bacterial metacommunity affinities of studied sample groups using (A) Bray-Curtis distances, (B) UniFrac 

distances. The cluster boundaries have been generated by MEGAN.  UPGMA trees representing the same results for 

(C) Bray-Curtis distances, (D) UniFrac distances. The tree branches are labeled with the extraction method that was 

used to produce most of the reads in the pool. “CTAB” and “QIA” denote fecal sample pools that primarily contain 

reads originating from CTAB and QIAGEN extractions respectively, and “Mus.” denotes museum sample pools. (E) 

Bar plots representing the -diversity within these sample pools based on the number of taxa present after 

normalization in MEGAN.  
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Driving bacterial taxa 

Using the Cluster Analysis tool in MEGAN, I have identified the top 10 bacterial taxa that are 

driving the clustering of the sample pools when using Bray-Curtis distances (Table 4). These 

are taxa that are specifically enriched in one or multiple sample groups and cause their 

separate clustering in the PCoA plot. 

Table 4. A list of top 10 bacterial taxa that are driving the clustering of the pooled sample groups with Bray-Curtis 

distances. The cells contain the number of reads mapping to the bacterial taxa after normalization and before 

normalization (in brackets). Corresponding sample groups are marked in grey. These taxa were identified by 

requesting the biplot for 10 bacterial taxa that have the most influence on clustering in MEGAN. 

Bacterial taxa 
Pre-

capture 
Museum 

Mus. 

blanks 

Gor. 

HA 

Gor. 

LA 
Chimp. 

Fecal 

blanks 

Morganella 

morganii subsp. 

morganii KT 

90 

(84,163) 

211 

(20,851) 
- - 

3     

(62) 

4       

(6) 

3    

(136) 

Acinetobacter 

jonsonii 

35 

(33,073) 

41 

(4,050) 

55   

(55) 

36 

(145) 

101 

(1,928) 

6       

(9) 

189 

(7,970) 

unclassified 

Pseudomonadaceae 

60 

(55,951) 

86 

(8,493) 
- 

18 

(73) 

1     

(26) 
- 

2     

(72) 

Aeromonas 

hydrophilia 

73 

(68,490) 
- - - - - - 

Pseudomonas 

stutzeri 

69 

(65,206) 

2      

(211) 
- 

11 

(43) 

1     

(22) 

5       

(8) 
- 

Sphingopyxis 

granuli 

56 

(52,741) 

1        

(70) 
- 

2    

(7) 
- - - 

Nitrobacter 

hamburgensis 

47 

(43,826) 

1        

(59)       
- - - - - 

Arcobacter butzleri 
- - 

15 

(15) 

29 

(117) 

2     

(41) 
- - 

Enterococcus 

durans 

11 

(10,477) 

41 

(4,046) 
- - - - - 

Oscillibacter 

valericigenes 
- - - - 

1     

(23) 

29   

(46) 
- 

 

Most of the bacterial taxa differentiate the pre-capture and post-capture museum samples 

from fecal samples and blanks, as is also reflected in Fig. 5 A and C. Acinetobacter jonsonii, 

Arcobacter butzleri and Oscillibacter valericigenes differentiate among the fecal samples. 

Acinetobacter jonsonii is a bacterium that is commonly found in the environment and can act 
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as a pathogen in animals (Montaña et al., 2016). The Acinetobacter genus was previously 

reported as a part of the primate gut microbiota (Moeller et al., 2015). Arcobacter bultzeri is a 

pathogen that is found in environmental samples and potentially infects hosts through 

untreated water (Prouzet-Mauléon et al., 2006). Oscillibacter valericigenes is a gut bacterium 

that consumes glucose and produces n-Valeric acid (valerate) as the major end product (Iino 

et al., 2007). Arcobacter butzleri and Oscillibacter valericigenes are members of the 

Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, respectively, phyla that were identified are regular members 

of the gorilla gut microbiota using 16S amplicon sequencning (Gomez et al., 2015; Moeller et 

al., 2013; Moeller et al., 2015). 

Table 5. A list of top 10 bacterial taxa that are driving the clustering of the pooled sample groups with UniFrac 

distances. The cells contain the number of reads mapping to the bacterial taxa after normalization. Corresponding 

sample groups are marked in grey. These taxa were identified by requesting the biplot for 10 bacterial taxa that have 

the most influence on clustering in MEGAN. 

Bacterial taxa 
Pre-

capture 
Museum 

Mus. 

blanks 

Gor. 

HA 

Gor. 

LA 
Chimp. 

Fecal 

blanks 

Morganella 

morganii subsp. 

morganii KT 

90 

(84,163) 

211 

(20,851) 
- - 

3     

(62) 

4       

(6) 

3    

(136) 

Acinetobacter 

jonsonii 

35 

(33,073) 

41 

(4,050) 

55   

(55) 

36 

(145) 

101 

(1,928) 

6       

(9) 

189 

(7,970) 

unclassified 

Pseudomonadaceae 

60 

(55,951) 

86 

(8,493) 
- 

18 

(73) 

1     

(26) 
- 

2     

(72) 

Aeromonas 

hydrophilia 

73 

(68,490) 
- - - - - - 

Pseudomonas 

stutzeri 

69 

(65,206) 

2      

(211) 
- 

11 

(43) 

1     

(22) 

5       

(8) 
- 

Sphingopyxis 

granuli 

56 

(52,741) 

1        

(70) 
- 

2    

(7) 
- - - 

Nitrobacter 

hamburgensis 

47 

(43,826) 

1        

(59)       
- - - - - 

Acinetobacter equi - - 
13 

(13) 

13 

(52) 

36 

(683) 

10   

(16) 
- 

Escherichia coli 
4 

(4,078) 

3      

(327) 
- 

18 

(73) 

16 

(297) 

8     

(12) 
- 

Pseudomonas 

alcaliphila 

44 

(41,761) 
- - - - - - 
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The top 10 bacterial taxa that drive the clustering of the sample pools using UniFrac distances 

were also investigated (Table 5). 

Using UniFrac distances, most of the dominant bacterial taxa are the same as when using 

Bray-Curtis distances (Table 4), with two new additions, Escherichia coli and Acinetobacter 

equi. Escherichia coli distinguishes all fecal samples from the rest. This bacterium is a well-

known mammalian gut taxon (Blount, 2015). Acinetobacter equi belongs to a highly diverse 

genus that contains both species living in the soil and water and species that are opportunistic 

pathogens. Acinetobacter equi was isolated from horse feces (Baumgardt et al., 2016). As 

with Acinetobacter jonsonii, only the genus Acinetobacter has previously been reported as a 

part of the primate gut microbiota (Moeller et al., 2015). 

There are two bacterial taxa that are present in the fecal samples and the museum blanks, 

Acinetobacter jonsonii and Acinetobacter equi. Both these bacterial taxa are found in high 

abundance in the environment and it is therefore quite likely that they were recovered from 

museum blanks due to environmental contamination of either the laboratory environment or 

PCR ingredients.  

I also investigated the composition of the bacterial communities by phylum. It is interesting to 

note that the proportions of the two dominant phyla (Proteobacteria and Firmicutes) are more 

similar between the high-altitude gorilla and the chimpanzee sample groups than between the 

low-altitude gorilla and the chimpanzee sample groups that occur sympatrically in the same 

region.  Low-altitude gorillas have a markedly higher proportion of Proteobacteria. making 

up more than 80% of the reads, compared to high-altitude gorillas and chimpanzees, for 

which the proportion of Proteobacteria is ca. 60%. The overall proportion of Proteobacteria 

found here is considerably higher than in previous studies (Gomez et al., 2015). I found that 

the bacterial community of the low-altitude gorilla sample group contains 7-fold lower 

relative abundance of Actinobacteria than the high altitude gorilla and chimpanzee sample 

groups. There is also a 4-fold difference in the abundance of Bacteroidetes, that are involved 

in the fermentation of fibers (Tingting et al., 2016), with the chimpanzee sample group 

showing the largest proportion of reads mapping to this phylum. There is one phylum that was 

exclusively found in the low-altitude gorilla sample group (Spirochaetes) and one phylum that 

was found only in the two gorilla sample groups (Cyanobacteria). Both of these phyla were 

previously identified as a part of animal gut microbiomes (Tsinganou & Gebbers, 2010; 

Zwieb et al., 2011). Spirochaetes were linked to pathogens that cause diarrhea (Tsinganou & 

Gebbers, 2010), and Cyanobacteria are associated with diets that require the processing of 

plant matter (Zwieb et al., 2011). It should also be noted that the capture procedure slightly 

alters the abundances of common bacterial phyla. Following capture, I observe a decrease in 

the abundance of Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria and an increase in the abundance of 

Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes (Figure 6). Plantomycetes disappears completely from the 

capture data.  
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Figure 6. Bacterial community composition in the seven analyzed sample pools showing the percentage of mapped 

bacterial reads by phylum. (A) for all identified phyla, and (B) same as (A) after excluding the two largest phyla. 

Discussion 

In this project I analyzed the bacterial reads present in shotgun sequencing data that has been 

enriched for the mtDNA of the host species. I evaluated the impact that the enrichment 

process and different extraction methods may have on the observable bacterial community, 

and I analyzed bacterial taxa present in the samples in an attempt to gather some insight into 

the differences in the gut microbiota between the two Grauer’s gorilla populations and 

sympatric chimpanzees. 
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My results show that the capture process alters the observable bacterial community in the 

samples, with each successive capture round further reducing the number of bacterial taxa 

present. This means that samples that have been enriched for the host’s mtDNA cannot be 

used to evaluate the diversity of microbial communities in an unbiased manner and do not 

represent reliable comparative data with published studies. However, as long as the samples 

have been treated in the same way they still offer enough information for some insight to be 

gathered via comparative analyses. To my knowledge there have been no previous 

investigations in to the impact that target capture for the hosts mtDNA has on the observable 

bacterial community. 

Previous studies have shown that extraction methods can have a major impact on the observed 

bacterial community composition. Concordantly, my results show differences in bacterial 

community composition by extraction method. However, the differences observed in my 

study are considerably smaller than those described in the literature (1.1-fold in my study 

versus a 100-fold in literature) (Henderson et al., 2013; Salonen et al., 2010). Interestingly, 

the study that included CTAB into their investigation (Henderson et al., 2013) found that this 

method does not produce a large enough amount of bacterial reads to deem it suitable for 

metagenomic analyses. In contrast, I find that CTAB-extracted samples contain a large 

number of bacterial taxa (Figure 4), albeit less than the widely used Qiagen Mini Stool kit. 

This may be due to the fact that we used shotgun data while previous studies used 16S data. 

CTAB has been reported to produce extracts of relatively low quality for application in PCR 

compared to commercially available kits, which is a required step for 16S amplicon 

metagenomic analysis (Maropola et al., 2015). It should also be noted that samples produced 

with the Qiagen Mini Stool kit did not vary nearly as much as the ones produced with CTAB 

(Figure 4B). 

The classification that used Bray-Curtis distances show that the gut microbiota of the two 

gorilla populations are more closely related to one another than to the gut microbiota of the 

chimpanzee population (that shares an environment with the low-altitude gorilla population). 

This implies that the host phylogeny influences the gut microbiota more than the environment 

that the species resides in. It is also interesting to note that the two gorilla populations are not 

each other’s direct sisters, but that the blanks (both fecal and museum) group with the low-

altitude gorilla population before it groups with the high-altitude gorilla population. This 

suggests an influence of the environment on the bacterial composition of the gorilla gut 

microbiomes from different locations. The UniFrac classification seems to be reflecting the 

predominant extraction method used within each sample pool and therefore cannot be used 

for biological insight. 

The analyses of important bacterial taxa in the study dataset allow for some interesting 

speculations concerning their potential biological importance for the host. For instance, 

Acinetobacter equi assists with the degradation of plant matter (Baumgardt et al., 2016). Even 

though it is present in all three great ape social groups, it shows relative higher abundance in 

the low-altitude gorilla samples. This gorilla social group was collected together with 

sympatric chimpanzees during the low fruiting season in April. While no direct observational 
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data exists for the Nkuba-Biruwe region, at this time of the year gorillas at the high altitude 

location consume more plant matter due to the competition for fruit with chimpanzees 

(Yamagiwa & Basabose, 2006). In contrast to chimpanzees, which require fruit in their diet, 

gorillas can fully subsist on vegetative foods (Yamagiwa & Basabose, 2009) and avoid 

competition by shifting their dietary profiles towards herbaceous vegetation. The presence of 

Acinetobacter equi may reflect an adaptation of the gut microbiome to the inter-specific 

competition for food resources. 

Two bacterial taxa differentiate between the fecal samples. Arcobacter butzleri distinguishes 

the high-altitude gorilla population from the rest. This bacterium is a pathogen that infects 

hosts via untreated water, causing diarrhea among other symptoms (Prouzet-Mauléon et al., 

2006). Since the high-altitude gorilla population is habituated to human presence and receives 

human visitors and researchers daily, it is possible that this bacterium has been transmitted to 

the gorillas from their interaction with humans, as it is frequently found in humans suffering 

from diarrhea (Fernandez et al., 2015). Alternatively, it could indicate the presence of an 

infected water source. Oscillibacter valericigenes was found in the low-altitude gorilla and 

chimpanzee population, with the chimpanzee samples containing 29 times more reads for this 

taxon after normalization. This bacterium consumes glucose and produces n-Valeric acid 

(valerate) as the major end product (Iino et al., 2007). It has been shown to be a part of a 

healthy human gut microbiome with lower abundances of this bacterium being linked with 

Crohn’s disease (Mondot et al., 2011). As this bacteria consumes glucose and produces an 

end product that modulates the mucosal immune system of the host (Neis et al., 2015), it 

makes sense that this taxon is found in chimpanzees given their fruit-based diet. An 

explanation for the fact that this bacterial taxon has not been identified in previous studies 

may come from the fact that its genome has only been available since 2007 and the taxon is 

present in comparatively low abundances. It should be noted that these are predictions and are 

associated with a certain degree of uncertainty regarding metabolic function. Further 

functional analysis of the bacterial community and its metabolic traits should be performed to 

obtain more clarity. 

To my knowledge Oscillibacter valericigenes has not been previously explicitly identified in 

non-human primate gut microbiota. However, its corresponding phylum (Firmicutes) is a 

regular component of primate gut microbiota (Gomez et al., 2015; Moeller et al., 2013; 

Moeller et al., 2015). This particular species could be unique to the primate communities of 

low altitude forests of east Africa, which have not been previously studied. Alternatively, this 

bacterium may have eluded previous characterization either as a result of using 16S data, or as 

a function of the enrichment process bringing this taxon to the forefront. 

When investigating the bacterial communities on the phylum level, I found that the proportion 

of Proteobacteria in my results is considerably higher than in previous reports (Gomez et al., 

2015). A possible cause of this may be the large proportion of available full bacterial genomes 

(around 60 %) belonging to this phylum. If the 16S proportion of Proteobacteria in the 16S 

reference database is lower than in the reference database I used this could lead to an 

exaggeration of its relative presence. Variation in the abundance of Proteobacteria was 
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previously shown to have a large impact on the functional variation within the human gut 

microbiota, with the abundance of Proteobacteria having a strong correlation with the 

functional diversity of the gut microbiota (Bradley & Pollard, 2017). In addition, it is 

interesting to note that Acinetobacter equi, which is known to contribute to fiber degradation, 

belongs to Proteobacteria, and not to the two phyla that are generally associated with 

degradation of plant matter (Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria). Hence, finding the relative 

higher abundance of Bacteroidetes in the chimpanzee sample group may not necessarily mean 

that their gut microbiota contain a large number of taxa that specialize in the degradation of 

plants, but that the species belonging to Bacteroidetes in chimpanzees have a different 

function. This, however, requires further investigations into the functional composition of gut 

mircobiota that goes beyond simple taxonomic assignment and highlights the importance of 

shotgun sequencing for functional inferences. 

Conclusion 

Here, I have demonstrated that data that has been subjected to an enrichment procedure is not 

suitable for metagenomics studies due to the biases introduced by the capture process. 

However, since this treatment was applied consistently to all samples in this study, I was still 

able to derive biological insights. 

Overall, my results show that some biological insights can, indeed, be obtained even from 

data that has been subjected to target capture for the host’s mtDNA. It should be highlighted, 

though, that one has to be aware of the biases introduced by the capture process. The relative 

abundances of the major taxa did not get altered by the capture process in a major way, while 

the overall diversity of the taxa that could be observed was. This means that abundance based 

distance measures should be used when performing cluster analysis on data such as this. It is 

interesting to note that my results show that the high-altitude and low-altitude gorilla 

populations cluster more closely that the sympatric low-altitude gorilla and chimpanzee 

populations. This implies that the co-evolution of the host and the gut microbiota plays a 

greater role than the host environment. These results also show that gut microbiota of the two 

gorilla populations differ from each other, as they are not each other’s direct sisters. This 

observation suggests that local adaptation may have taken place within the gut microbiota of 

these great apes, providing arguments for population-specific conservation efforts. 

In addition, I identify two bacterial taxa that have been previously found in the gut microbiota 

of other animals (Oscillibacter valericigenes and Acinetobacter equi) and one taxon that has 

been known to infect other animals (Arcobacter butzleri). Since previous studies have been 

carried out using 16S instead of shotgun metagenomics, I was only able to find reports of the 

presence of the genera and phyla that these taxa belong to. My results present some insights 

into the relative presence and possible function of these taxa on a much finer scale than is 

possible with 16S amplicon sequencing, highlighting the power of shotgun metagenomics 

approaches.   
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Appendix A – Available samples 

Sample ID 
Total 

reads 

Mapped 

reads 

Percentage 

of reads 

mapped 

Sample 

type 

first_filtered_dedup_aT12 780 17 2% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT14 4096 85 2% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT17 175089 825 0% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT19 1720 25 1% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT2 6696 2454 37% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT20 1728 172 10% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT22 6802 249 4% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT23 652 27 4% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT24 479 21 4% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT3 1232 79 6% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT30 11610 1470 13% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT31 11089 1324 12% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT32 15651 2977 19% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT34 29367 4839 16% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT35 4182 549 13% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT36 29892 3412 11% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT37 47974 14208 30% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT38 8428 1036 12% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT39 3527 609 17% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT4 91878 32906 36% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT40 26728 6115 23% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT43 49148 23802 48% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT44 336 136 40% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT45 24797 4540 18% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT46 94989 37649 40% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT47 15537 802 5% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT48 25748 7643 30% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT49 54903 10681 19% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT50 8729 4948 57% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT51 1510 503 33% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT52 14998 1775 12% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT53 18724 4667 25% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT54 37965 4559 12% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT57 29041 4302 15% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT58 20605 1482 7% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT59 23092 1689 7% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT60 17331 1906 11% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT61 122902 5770 5% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT62 22595 1080 5% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT63 28480 8901 31% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT64 1786 613 34% Mus. capt. 1 
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first_filtered_dedup_aT65 15652 4141 26% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT66 3356 337 10% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT67 1793 181 10% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT68 4307 302 7% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT71 1070 69 6% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT72 1168 120 10% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT73 5291 295 6% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT74 36548 9796 27% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT75 99312 11930 12% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT76 34624 1189 3% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT77 11718 3049 26% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT79 2189 1423 65% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT8 1559 92 6% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT80 2912 749 26% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT81 22247 2438 11% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT82 6411 584 9% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT83 25651 1372 5% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT85 75506 25222 33% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT86 29304 1061 4% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT87 22362 2425 11% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT88 10301 5159 50% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT89 49790 19853 40% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT9 3609 131 4% Mus. capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT90 20613 1797 9% Mus. capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_aT12 395 8 2% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT14 731 98 13% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT17 22477 77 0% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT19 1757 8 0% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT2 4442 236 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT20 1760 58 3% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT22 838 27 3% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT23 971 10 1% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT24 428 15 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT3 133 5 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT30 21740 8431 39% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT31 328 33 10% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT32 553 20 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT34 252 14 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT35 126 47 37% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT36 503 19 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT37 1246 209 17% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT38 389 9 2% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT39 530 26 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT4 263 56 21% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT40 293 21 7% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT43 1169 237 20% Mus. capt. 2 
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second_filtered_dedup_aT44 529 31 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT45 354 93 26% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT46 15085 5856 39% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT47 315 25 8% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT48 5221 245 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT49 1166 165 14% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT50 726 49 7% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT51 90 35 39% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT52 568 17 3% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT53 667 61 9% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT54 871 60 7% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT57 1354 21 2% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT58 372 17 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT59 694 35 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT60 459 148 32% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT61 29614 10909 37% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT62 675 36 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT63 953 88 9% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT64 139 9 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT65 258 52 20% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT66 556 22 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT67 409 20 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT68 330 13 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT71 1121 7 1% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT72 383 5 1% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT73 622 43 7% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT74 1927 368 19% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT75 31948 12070 38% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT76 731 111 15% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT77 3636 186 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT79 102 35 34% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT8 374 6 2% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT80 438 18 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT81 397 23 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT82 365 21 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT83 757 36 5% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT85 1346 46 3% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT86 732 23 3% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT87 759 49 6% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT88 368 120 33% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT89 18811 7237 38% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT9 336 15 4% Mus. capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT90 194 11 6% Mus. capt. 2 

first_filtered_dedup_aT16_(BLANK) 303 27 9% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT27_(BLANK) 103 10 10% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 
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first_filtered_dedup_aT41_(BLANK) 913 78 9% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT42_(BLANK) 442 35 8% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT69_(BLANK) 265 28 11% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_aT70_(BLANK) 1476 247 17% 
Mus. blank 
capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_aT16_(BLANK

) 
309 32 10% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT27_(BLANK

) 
323 18 6% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT41_(BLANK

) 
4334 185 4% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT42_(BLANK

) 
1146 5 0% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT69_(BLANK

) 
284 19 7% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_aT70_(BLANK

) 
652 62 10% 

Mus. blank 
capt. 2 

first_filtered_dedup_C2_V2 756 4 1% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_C9_V2 397 191 48% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_1_2CTAB_

v2 
43568 64 0% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_10_2CTAB

_5 
71713 143 0% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_11_PCI_6 57890 343 1% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_15_2CTAB

_v2 
122248 102 0% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_17_2CTAB

_v2 
46469 323 1% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_18_2CTAB

_5 
45344 99 0% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_19_2CTAB

_5 
19473 211 1% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Chim_6_2CTAB_

5 
5465 86 2% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Ch_16 54985 207 0% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Ch_3 12299 19 0% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Chim_7 12178 31 0% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_C2_V2 132 2 2% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 
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second_filtered_dedup_C9_V2 181 66 36% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_1_2CTA

B_v2 
1227 20 2% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_10_2CT

AB_5 
8451 347 4% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_11_PCI_

6 
2973 106 4% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_15_2CT

AB_v2 
4109 29 1% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_17_2CT

AB_v2 
9587 390 4% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_18_2CT

AB_5 
502 7 1% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_19_2CT

AB_5 
719 21 3% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Chim_6_2CTA

B_5 
1163 82 7% 

Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Ch_16 1408 42 3% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Ch_3 512 41 8% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Chim_7 2085 16 1% 
Gorilla HA 
capt. 2 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_2

5 
32592 254 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_2

6 
22062 396 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_2

7 
299 19 6% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_2

8 
11270 231 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_3

0 
1174 19 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_3

2 
21196 336 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_3

9 
34153 217 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_4

0 
20169 48 0% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2_5 384 44 11% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E2_11_V2 11227 47 0% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E2_21_V2 1409 36 3% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E2_23_V2 2868 678 24% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 
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first_filtered_dedup_E2_36_V2 2748 16 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E2_37_V2 12451 260 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_12 1332 599 45% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_13 5400 85 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_13_+_aT

36 
19284 1592 8% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_14 9201 354 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_15 6053 103 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_16_2CT

AB_v2 
5717 81 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_17 5391 26 0% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_18 2287 26 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_19 78600 1053 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_2 1716 14 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_20_2CT

AB_v2 
104088 751 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_22 1395 24 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_24_2CT

AB_v2 
68157 276 0% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_3 13402 34 0% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_31 31716 3751 12% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_33 2648 112 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_34 3944 87 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_35 2054 46 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_38 31213 750 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_4 8412 112 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_6 863 78 9% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_7 12371 461 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 
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first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_8 2992 91 3% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_9 317 27 9% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eliba2_1 3584 126 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_25 
1331 27 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_26 
9016 373 4% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_27 
394 9 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_28 
988 52 5% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_30 
594 43 7% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_32 
1621 122 8% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_39 
2403 19 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_40 
991 21 2% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_2

_5 
993 45 5% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E2_11_V2 433 15 3% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E2_21_V2 1329 13 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E2_23_V2 756 243 32% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E2_36_V2 231 5 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E2_37_V2 199 57 29% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_12 193 61 32% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_13 608 28 5% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_13_+_

aT36 
897 40 4% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_14 647 38 6% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_15 610 25 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_16_2C

TAB_v2 
763 43 6% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_17 318 27 8% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 
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second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_18 542 51 9% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_19 1295 124 10% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_2 879 7 1% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_20_2C

TAB_v2 
1785 15 1% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_22 605 39 6% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_24_2C

TAB_v2 
1528 76 5% 

Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_3 911 22 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_31 32468 12571 39% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_33 544 45 8% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_34 375 11 3% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_35 4920 211 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_38 1157 48 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_4 703 26 4% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_6 398 147 37% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_7 17113 6637 39% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_8 629 50 8% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba_2_9 647 14 2% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eliba2_1 696 42 6% 
Gorilla LA 
capt. 2 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_1_4 6803 133 2% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_1_5 6254 300 5% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E1_2_V2 33241 136 0% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E1_3_V2 5630 150 3% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_E1_4_V2 539 31 6% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_1

_4 
924 64 7% 

Chimpanzee 
capt. 2 
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second_filtered_dedup_CTAB_Eliba_1

_5 
643 218 34% 

Chimpanzee 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E1_2_V2 2002 62 3% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E1_3_V2 1528 56 4% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_E1_4_V2 1536 22 1% 
Chimpanzee 
capt. 2 

first_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_5_(

BLANK_2) 
149 27 18% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_6_(

BLANK_2) 
572 216 38% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_7_(

BLANK_2) 
6072 1667 27% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eli_2_(BLANK_2

) 
4709 1397 30% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Eli_3_(BLANK_2

) 
204 25 12% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

first_filtered_dedup_Re-

extract_2_(BLANK_2) 
1507 298 20% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 1 

second_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_5

_(BLANK_2) 
632 15 2% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_6

_(BLANK_2) 
585 191 33% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_2CTAB_PCI_7

_(BLANK_2) 
27911 10887 39% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eli_2_(BLAN

K_2) 
42673 16708 39% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Eli_3_(BLAN

K_2) 
434 20 5% 

Fecal blank 
capt. 2 

second_filtered_dedup_Re-

extract_2_(BLANK_2) 
3511 44 1% 

F. blank 
capt. 2 

Table showing a list of the samples used along with the number of reads that the samples had after filtering, the 

number and percentage of reads that could be mapped to the reference database, and the type of the sample. “capt. 1” 

and “capt. 2” denote the first and second capture round respectively. 
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Appendix B – Number of taxa in sample pools 

 
Bar plots representing the -diversity within sample pools based on the number of taxa present after normalization in 

MEGAN. Note that the number of taxa shown here is lower than in Figures 3 and 5, as normalization was performed 

treating capture rounds one and two separately, whereas capture rounds were combined in the aforementioned 

figures. 
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